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Release Notes for Patch Release#2096

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.4.2-rev31
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.4.2-rev24
Open-Xchange USM 7.4.2-rev11
Open-Xchange EAS 7.4.2-rev8

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2090.
33042 Replication monitor active in spite of com.openexchange.database.replicationMonitor=falseNew implementation in ReplicationMonitor putting the increase of the transaction counter into analready existing transaction was not implemented correctly and did not respect that configurationoption in all cases.This has been fixed by adding an if statement for the configuration option before increasing thetransaction counter.
33069 Gui gets unresponsible after adding an external account a second timeThis has been fixed and an error is shown and the autoconfig popup is closed.
33229 Emails are not displayed on Sony Z1 Compact with Android 4.4.2Command ItemOperations did not handle request elements CollectionId & ServerId.Solution is: Command ItemOperations has been extended with request elements CollectionId &ServerId.
33335 IE9 inserting images (not attaching) doesn’t workNow inserting images with IE9 also works.
33415 Firefox only: print calendar prints a blank pageFirefox opens every window with about:blank, then loads the url. In some cases the Appsuite UI isto fast and just print a blank pages.This has been fixed by waiting until it’s completely loaded.
33500 On phones, when the due date is before the start date for a task, we get the er-
ror message, but it persists even if we clear the dateValidation was missing, so the message was not removed.This has been fixed by adding the validation for the clear button.
33502 On phones, ’Show Completed Tasks’ sorting option remains checked even when we
uncheck itA variable was not set correctly.This issue has been fixed.
33626 Tagging a user needs aliases for changeuser-commandWhen changes happened and defaultsenderaddress or primary mail was missing inside the aliaslist, the change command was failing even if the alias list was not in the focus of the current change.This has been fixed by repairing the alias list by providing the primary mail and defaultsenderad-dress excactly like create user does.
33697 Moving appointments from shared folder only possible into main calendar, now: Un-
able to move appointments at allWhen moving an appointment into a private calendar folder the target folder was hardcoded to
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the private calendar folder of each user/participant.Solution: When moving an appointment into a private calendar folder the target is now either ausers private calendar or the chosen target folder if the user is the owner of the chosen folder.
33706 Task in shared folder can not be movedMoving action is now disabled for shared folders.

3 Tests
Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QAlab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to astaging or production environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
33042, 33069, 33229, 33335, 33415, 33500, 33502, 33626, 33697, 33706,
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